MINOR IN INTERACTIVE MEDIA DEVELOPMENT
http://tinyurl.com/IMDminor

Why should I do the IMD Minor?

- The IMD Minor provides an opportunity for students to take NM modules in a structured manner after B.Comp. (CM) merged into B.Comp.(CS). Up to 8 MCs of modules may be used to meet the requirements of both the Major and Minor programmes.

What are the requirements?

- 24 Modular Credits
- 12MC
- 8MC
- 4MC
- CS
- NM
- NM or CS

What are some modules that I can do as part of the minor?

- Interactive Sequential Art
- Data Visualizations
- User Experience Design
- Game Design

I am from...

Computer Science

Communications & New Media

A major other than these 2

The IMD Minor provides an opportunity for students interested in interactive media design and development to take a sampling of both CNM and CS modules, all of which are chosen to provide insight into the interactive media development process.